
If you do not like the Withdrawal
Agreement you won’t like the Political
declaration either

Two  Treaties instead of one. That is Mrs May’s idea of leaving the EU! I
have set out before the dangers of the Withdrawal Agreement, which would stop
us taking back control of our laws, our money and our borders for at least
another 21 months and quite possibly longer. The accompanying Political
Declaration is the herald of an even worse Treaty to lock us into many
features of the EU for all time, with  no exit clause.

Some parts of the Political Declaration are vague or contradictory. Does it
mean a free trade deal with us free to follow our own trade policy, or does
it mean effective membership of their customs union with limited scope to do
better deals elsewhere? Does it mean respecting our own UK law codes, or does
it in practice mean accepting EU laws and rules over many parts of our lives
in order to meet their strong words that we must not compete unfairly and
must observe a level playing field with them? Doesn’t a level playing field
to them mean keeping taxes up, having the same regulations, and submitting
ourselves to their laws?

Some of the text is detailed and finished. We must assume this would pass
straight into any draft Treaty. Above all the EU has insisted on the same
architecture for enforcing the Partnership Treaty as for the Withdrawal
Agreement. They require a joint committee, where any matter raising EU law
will be determined by the European Court of Justice!

That’s no Brexit. That is continued subservience to the EU and its powerful
court. I did not vote leave to end up in 2 EU Treaties that recreate many of
the features of our membership. The EU sees the Partnership treaty as a kind
of EU Association Treaty. These are the devices they sign with countries like
Turkey to gradually to  bring them in line with the EU as a prelude to
possible membership. That is not what Leave means.
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